PUBLIC SPEAKING REGISTRATION FORM

Fill out the registration form and return it to the 4-H Office by Monday, February 1, 2016

Charles County 4-H Office
9375 Chesapeake Street, #119 La Plata, Maryland 20646
301 934-5404 or 301 753-8195

NAME__________________________

AGE________________________ (as of 1/1/16) PHONE__________________________

CHECK IF YOU ARE A CLOVER 4-H’ER_______ (5-7 Years old)

Please circle the letter of the category and supply the requested information for that category:

A. Prepared Speech – Title__________________________

B. Extemporaneous Speech – (Title to be drawn at contest)

C. Radio Spot – Title__________________________

D. Dramatic Interpretation – Title & Author__________________________

E. Poetry Interpretation – Title & Author__________________________

F. Humorous Interpretation – Title & Author__________________________

G. 4-H Pledge (5-7 Years old) _____________

(8-10 Years old) _____________

H. Clover Show and Tell (5-7 Years old) – Name of Item__________________________

I am an older youth and would like to help in the following way:

_______ Room Monitor  _______ Door Monitor

_______ Registration Table  _______ Hall Monitor

Contest Date: Friday, February 5, 2016  Check In – 6:45pm / Contest – 7:00pm
Location – La Plata Baptist Church, Hawthorne Drive
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